We study the cohomology with modular coefficients of Deligne-Lusztig varieties associated to Coxeter elements. Under some torsion-free assumption on the cohomology we derive several results on the principal ℓ-block of a finite reductive group G(F q ) when the order of q modulo ℓ is assumed to be the Coxeter number. These results include the determination of the planar embedded Brauer tree of the block (as conjectured by Hiss, Lübeck and Malle in [25] ) and the derived equivalence predicted by the geometric version of Broué's conjecture [7] .
Introduction
Let G be a quasi-simple algebraic group defined over an algebraic closure of a finite field of characteristic p. Let F be the Frobenius endomorphism of G associated to a rational F q -structure. The finite group G = G F of fixed points under F is called a finite reductive group.
The ordinary representation theory of G is now widely understood: geometric methods have been developed by Deligne and Lusztig [15] and then extensively studied by Lusztig, leading to a complete classification of the irreducible characters of G [30] . One of the key step in Lusztig's fundamental work has been to determine explicitly the ℓ-adic cohomology of Deligne-Lusztig varieties associated to Coxeter elements [28] . This paper is an attempt to extend this work to the modular setting. To be more precise, we will be interested in the complex RΓ c (Y(ċ), Λ) representing the cohomology of the variety Y(ċ) with coefficients in a finite extension Λ of Z ℓ , and more specifically in the action of G and F on this complex. The representation theory of ΛG is highly dependent on the prime number ℓ. In this particular geometric situation − the Coxeter case part bRΓ c (Y(ċ), Λ) of the cohomology complex should encode many aspects of the representation theory of the principal ℓ-block b of G, much of which remains conjectural.
In the Coxeter case, the principal ℓ-block of G has a cyclic defect group. From the work of Brauer we know that the category of modules over such a block has a combinatorial description, given by the Brauer tree. The shape of this tree is related to the decomposition matrix of the block whereas its planar embedding determines the module category up to Morita equivalence. By a case-by-case analysis, Hiss, Lübeck and Malle have underlined in [25] a deep connection between the Brauer tree of the principal ℓ-block and the ℓ-adic cohomology groups of the Deligne-Lusztig variety X(c). They have conjectured that this connection remains valid even in the cases where the shape of the tree or its planar embedding is not explicitly known (see Conjectures (HLM) and (HLM+)). Furthermore, they have suggested that the cohomology with modular coefficients should give enough information to prove the conjecture in its full generality. This is the geometric approach that we will follow throughout this paper. It relies on the fact that the complex bRΓ c (Y(ċ), Λ) is perfect and thus provides many projective modules.
In order to determine the shape of the Brauer tree, we must find every indecomposable projective ΛG-module lying in the principal block and compute their characters. Such projective modules admit no direct algebraic construction via Harish-Chandra induction, because they might have a cuspidal head. Drawing inspiration from Lusztig's work [28] , we show that they can be obtained by taking suitable eigenspaces of F on bRΓ c (Y(ċ), Λ). However, there is a price to pay since we have to make the following assumption:
(W) For all minimal eigenvalues λ of F, the generalized (λ)-eigenspace of F on bH
• c (Y(ċ), Λ) is torsion-free. We call here "minimal" the eigenvalues of F on the cohomology group in middle degree. Under this precise assumption, in Section 3 we give a general proof of Conjecture (HLM) of Hiss-Lübeck-Malle.
In this paper, we shall instead focus on all the consequences we can draw from such an assumption. Our main result is the complete determination of the complex bRΓ c (Y(ċ), Λ) in terms of the projective modules lying in the block. Surprisingly, our representative turns out to be exactly the complex attached to a Brauer tree in [34] : From that observation we deduce several important results:
• the cohomology complex induces the derived equivalence predicted by the geometric version of Broué's conjecture [7] (see Theorem 4.13);
• this equivalence is perverse in the sense of [12] (see Theorem 4.20);
• the planar embedding of the Brauer tree can be read out from the eigenvalues of F (see Theorem 4.15) .
Together with Theorem A, this gives new results for the geometric version of Broué's conjecture. This extends significantly the previous work of Puig [33] (for ℓ | q − 1), Rouquier [38] (for ℓ | φ h (q) and r = 1) and Bonnafé-Rouquier [3] (for ℓ | φ h (q) and (G, F) of type A n ). We also obtain new planar embedded Brauer tree for groups of type 2 G 2 and F 4 with p = 2, 3 (compare with [23] and [24] ).
This paper is divided into four parts: in the first section, we introduce basic notation and recall standard constructions in the modular representation theory of finite reductive groups, formulated in the language of derived categories. In Section 2 we present what we call the Coxeter case and collect different results (both geometric and group-theoretic) that have been obtained so far for principal ℓ-blocks and their Brauer trees in this particular case. Section 3 is devoted to the proof of the conjecture (HLM) of Hiss, Lübeck and Malle. We show that under the assumption (W), the Brauer tree can be deduced from the ℓ-adic cohomology of X(c). Finally, we use assumption (S) in Section 4 to determine an explicit representative of the cohomology complex. As a byproduct, we obtain a proof of the geometric version of Broué's conjecture (as always in the Coxeter case) as well as and the planar embedding of the Brauer tree.
Preliminaries

Some homological algebra
We start by recalling some standard notions of homological algebra that we will use throughout this paper.
Module categories and usual functors.
If A is an abelian category, we will denote by C(A ) the category of cochain complexes, by K (A ) the corresponding homotopy category and by D(A ) the derived category. We shall use the superscript notation −, + and b to denote the full subcategories of bounded above, bounded below or bounded complexes. We will always consider the case where A = A-Mod is the module category over any ring A or the full subcategory A-mod of finitely generated modules. This is actually not a strong restriction, since any small category can be embedded into some module category [31] . Since the categories A-Mod and A-mod have enough projective objects, one can define the usual derived bifunctors RHom Let H be a finite group and ℓ be a prime number. We fix an ℓ-modular system (K , Λ, k) consisting of a finite extension K of the field of ℓ-adic numbers Q ℓ , the integral closure Λ of the ring of ℓ-adic integers in K and the residue field k of the local ring Λ. We assume moreover that the field K is big enough for H, so that it contains the e-th roots of unity, where e is the exponent of H. In that case, the algebra K H is split semi-simple.
From now on, we shall focus on the case where A = OH, with O being any ring among (K , Λ, k). By studying the modular representation theory of H we mean studying the module categories OH-mod for various O, and also the different connections between them. In this paper, most of the representations will arise in the cohomology of some complexes and we need to know how to pass from one coefficient ring to another. The scalar extension and ℓ-reduction have a derived counterpart: if C is any bounded complex of ΛH-modules we can form
Since K is a flat Λ-module, the cohomology of the complex K C is exactly the scalar extension of the cohomology of C. However this does not apply to ℓ-reduction, but the obstruction can be related to the torsion: Theorem 1.1 (Universal coefficient theorem). Let C be a bounded complex of ΛH-modules. Assume that the terms of C are free over Λ. Then for all n ≥ 1 and i ∈ Z, there exists a short exact sequence of ΛH-modules
In particular, whenever there is no torsion in both C and H
• (C) then the cohomology of C is exactly the ℓ-reduction of the cohomology of C.
Perfect complexes.
In the derived category, any acyclic complex is isomorphic to zero. This can be generalized to the homotopy category if we restrict ourselves to a specific class of complexes. Recall that a complex C of OH-modules is said to be perfect if it is quasi-isomorphic to a bounded complex of finitely generated projective OH-modules. The value of a derived bifunctor on any perfect complex is obtained from the original functor: more precisely, if C is a perfect complex and C ′ is any complex in C(OH-Mod) then there exists isomorphisms in D(Z-Mod): 
whose terms are finitely generated projective modules, concentrated in degrees m − 1, m, . . ., M. Moreover, P m−1 can be chosen to be zero in the following cases:
Proof. Let us write C as · · · −→ P r d r −→ P r+1 −→ 0 with r ≥ M. By assumption, the cohomology of C vanishes in degree r+1. The boundary map d r is surjective and splits since P r+1 is a projective module. Therefore the complex 0 −→ P r+1 −→ P r+1 −→ 0 is a direct summand of C, and being homotopy equivalent to zero it can be removed.
If O is one of the fields K or k, then every projective OH-module is injective, and we can again remove successively the terms P i for i < m. The case where O = Λ requires more attention. The complex C can be written as 0 −→ P r d r −→ P r+1 −→ · · · with r < m and the map d r being injective. We claim that there exists a retraction of d r if Coker d r is torsion-free. Indeed, P r is (H, 1)-injective by [13, Theorem 19.12] so that the short exact sequence 0 −→ P r −→ P r+1 −→ Coker d r −→ 0 splits over ΛH whenever it splits over Λ. 
Cohomology of a quasi-projective variety
In the ordinary Deligne-Lusztig theory, representations of finite reductive groups arise from the cohomology of some varieties acted on by the group. In the modular setting, we shall be interested not only in the cohomology of theses varieties but also in complexes representing the cohomology in the derived category. This gives much more information, some of which has already been collected by Broué [4] , [7] , and more recently by Bonnafé and Rouquier [2] .
1.2.1. Rouquier's construction. Let X be a quasi-projective algebraic variety defined over F p . We assume that X is acted on by a finite group H and by a monoid of endomorphisms Υ normalizing H. We shall always assume that the prime number p (the defining characteristic of all the varieties involved) is different from ℓ (associated to the modular system).
Let O be any ring among (K , Λ, k). Rouquier has constructed in [38] a bounded complex RΓ c (X, O) of OH ⋊ Υ-modules representing the ℓ-adic cohomology with compact support of X. In other words, we have H
This construction is particularly adapted to the modular setting, since the cohomology complexes behave well with respect to scalar extension and ℓ-reduction. We have indeed in D b (OH ⋊ Υ-mod):
In particular, the universal coefficient theorem (Theorem 1.1) will hold for ℓ-adic cohomology with compact support.
Let us forget about the action of Υ for the moment. By construction, the terms of RΓ c (X, Λ) are far from being finitely generated. Nevertheless, we can, up to homotopy equivalence, find a representative with good finiteness properties [38 Note that the result holds for any disjoint union of irreducible affine varieties with the same dimension, and therefore for any Deligne-Lusztig variety that has been proven to be affine.
Generalized eigenspaces of the Frobenius.
We now study the case where Υ = 〈F〉 mon is generated by the Frobenius endomorphism attached to some rational F q -structure on X. We would like to factor out the complex RΓ c (X, O) with respect to the eigenvalues of F. For this purpose, we shall first review some basics about endomorphisms of finitely generated Λ-modules.
Let M be a Λ[T]-module. Denote by f the endomorphism of M induced by T. Assume that M is finitely generated over Λ. Then there exists a monic polynomial P ∈ Λ[T] such that P( f ) = 0, and we are reduced to studying the action of the finite dimensional algebra Λ[T]/(P) on M. We may assume without loss of generality that P splits overs Λ. In that case, the factorization of
α n yields a decomposition of the module K M with respect to the generalized eigenspaces of f :
In order to obtain an modular analog of this decomposition we have to group together the eigenvalues according to their ℓ-reduction (this becomes clear if we consider the module M = M ⊗ Λ k). More precisely, if we define the polynomials
then the block decomposition of the algebra Λ[T]/(P) is given by
where e λ is the idempotent associated to the term
Remark 1.7. This definition does not depend on P since the module e λ M depends only on the image of e λ in the algebra Λ[T]/Ann( f ).
Equivalently, one could have defined the module M (λ) to be the kernel of the endomorphism Pλ( f ). One can easily deduce the following result using this description:
Lemma 1.8. Let f and g be two endomorphisms of M. If f − g is a nilpotent endomorphism of M, then the generalized (λ)-eigenspaces of f and g on M coincide.
The definition of (λ)-eigenpaces can be extended to the case where O is one of the field K or k by setting (
The following proposition describes the relation between these modules and the usual generalized eigenspaces: ( 
Now, in order to apply this construction to the cohomology complex RΓ c (X, O)
we need some finiteness conditions. These are given by Theorem 1.3: there exists a bounded complex C of finitely generated OH-modules, together with Hequivariant morphisms f : C −→ C and g : C −→ C which are mutually inverse in the category K b (OH-Mod). Assume that the Frobenius F commutes with the action of H so that we can define a H-equivariant morphism on C by setting
The definition of F depends on the choice of the homotopy equivalence, but the images of F and F coincide on the cohomology of X. In particular, there exists an isomorphism of OH-modules
where the eigenspace on the right side is taken with respect to F.
Moreover, if the terms of C are projective modules (for example if the action of H is free) then the generalized (λ)-eigenspaces C (λ) are in turn objects of the category C b (OH-proj) and have, besides, the advantage of being in general much smaller than C itself.
Finite reductive groups
1.3.1. Algebraic groups. We keep the basic assumptions of the introduction, with some slight modification: G is a connected reductive algebraic group, together with an isogeny F, some power of which is a Frobenius endomorphism. In other words, there exists a positive integer δ such that F δ defines a split F q δ -structure on G for a certain power q δ of the characteristic p (note that q might not be an integer). We will assume that δ minimal for this property. For all F-stable algebraic subgroup H of G, we will denote by H the finite group of fixed points H F .
We fix a Borel subgroup B containing a maximal torus T of G such that both B and T are F-stable. They define a root sytem Φ with basis ∆, and a set of positive (resp. negative) roots Φ + (resp. Φ − ). Note that the corresponding Weyl group W is endowed with a action of F, compatible with the isomorphism W ≃ N G (T)/T. Therefore, the image by F of a root is a positive multiple of some other root, which will be denoted by φ 
Note that with our definition of the variety Y(ẇ) we have chosen to work with characters of T wF instead of characters of T w for some torus T w of type w. Our aim is to understand a far-reaching generalization of this character in the case where w is a Coxeter element. It will be represented by a well-identified direct summand of the complex RΓ c (Y(ẇ), Λ).
The principal ℓ-block in the Coxeter case
In this preliminary section we introduce the main object of our study: the principal ℓ-block b of G where the order of q modulo ℓ is assumed to be the Coxeter number h. We will refer to this case as the Coxeter case. This is in some sense the maximal interesting case in the modular representation theory of G, since h is also the largest integer d such that the cyclotomic polynomial Φ d (q) divides the order of G.
The results in [8] express the irreducible characters of this block in terms of irreducible components of Deligne-Lusztig characters R c (θ) induced from a Coxeter torus T cF . In this particular case, an explicit decomposition of these virtual characters is given by Lusztig's work on the cohomology of the DeligneLusztig variety X(c) [28] . The characters of the block fall into two families:
• the characters R c (θ) for θ a non-trivial ℓ-character of the torus. These are irreducible characters (up to a sign);
• the unipotent characters, coming from the cohomology of X(c). Here the defect group of the principal ℓ-block turns out to be a cyclic group and the distinction "non-unipotent/unipotent" translates into "exceptional/nonexceptional" in the theory of blocks with cyclic defect groups. The connection is actually much deeper: Hiss, Lübeck and Malle have observed in [25] that the cohomology of the Deligne-Lusztig variety X(c) should not only give the characters of the block, but also its Brauer tree.
We shall first review the geometric objects and the fundamental results involved in their description before recalling their conjecture.
The Coxeter case
For the sake of simplicity, we first assume that G has no twisted components 
where a(d) is the number of j such that ε j = exp(2iπd j /d) [6] . The largest integer such that a(d) is non-zero will be denoted by h and referred as the Coxeter number of the pair (W, F).
From now on, we assume that G is semi-simple and W is irreducible. In this case, the C-vector space V = X ∨ (T) ⊗ Z C can be identified with the reflection representation of W and the pairs (d j , ε j ) have been explicitely computed in [10] . Such an element c has the same properties as usual Coxeter elements, provided that the conjugation under W is replaced by the F-conjugation. These properties become clear if we consider
Theorem 2.2 (Springer). Let c be a Coxeter element of (W, F) with W irreducible. (i) cσ is an h-regular element.
(ii) Let c
′ be any element of W. If c ′ σ has an eigenvalue of order h, it is hregular and conjugated to cσ. In particular, the set of Coxeter elements is contained in a single F-conjugacy class.
(iii) The eigenvalues of cσ are ε
Moreover, the eigenvalues of order h occur with multiplicity 1.
As a byproduct δ divides h. The quotient will be denoted by h 0 = h/δ in line with Lusztig's definition [28, Section 1.13] . For the sake of completeness, we give the different values of this number:
h 0 n + 1 2n 2n − 2 12 18 30 12 6 2n + 1 2n + 1 n 4 9
Remark 2.3. One could have defined the Coxeter number h to be the maximal order of the eigenvalues of the elements of Wσ. This is actually the original definition given by Springer [39] , but it coincides with the previous one by the generic Sylow theorems [6] .
Coxeter tori. Let c be a Coxeter element of (W, F).
We will be interested in rationnal tori T c of type c, which are usually called Coxeter tori. Recall that (T c , F) is isomorphic to (T, cF) and that the order of the associated finite groups is given by
Since a(h) = 1, the torus T c contains a unique Φ h -Sylow subgroup S h of G, as defined in [6] . The following proposition summarizes the different properties we will use later on. They are easily obtained by rephrasing Theorem 2.2 in the framework of [6] (see [18] for more details).
Proposition 2.4. Let ℓ be a prime number different from p. We assume that
) is in general position. In other words, the centralizer C C W (cσ) (θ) is trivial. ] for p = 2 or 3 depending on the type of (G, F). The previous 
Using a case-by-case analysis, one can also check that when ℓ divides one of these numbers without dividing the order of the corresponding Weyl group, the set of all ℓ-elements in T c is again a Sylow ℓ-subgroup and it satisfies the assertions (ii) and (iii) in Proposition 2.4.
Characters in the principal block
In order to use the results stated in the previous section, we will, until further notice, assume G to be a semi-simple group and W to be irreducible (we shall say that G is quasi-simple). We fix a prime number ℓ not dividing the order of W F and satisfying one of the two following assumptions, depending on the type of (G, F):
• "twisted" cases: ℓ divides the order of T c for some Coxeter element c.
As in Section 1.1, the modular framework will be given by an ℓ-modular system (K , Λ, k), which we require to be big enough for G. Note that the conditions on the prime number ℓ ensure that the class of q in k ). Taking m to be minimal would force ℓ to divide h/m. The principal block of ΛG for this particular class of primes will be at the center of our study.
We choose a Coxeter element c of (W, F) together with a maximal rational torus T c of type c (a Coxeter torus). This torus is the centralizer of a so-called 
Since both θ and θ ′ are in general position, we deduce that this sum is non-zero if and only if θ and θ ′ lie in the same orbit under W cF = C W (cσ).
Finally, the value on ℓ-regular elements of any ℓ-character is trivial. By the character formula [16, Proposition 12.2] , it follows that the restriction of χ θ to the set of regular elements does not depend on θ.
2.2.2.
The unipotent characters in the block. These are the irreducible components of the virtual character R c (1) attached to the Deligne-Lusztig variety X(c). We review three main theorems in [28] giving the fundamental properties of the cohomology of this variety, with a view to establish a simple parametrization of the unipotent characters of the principal ℓ-block: , where m is a non-negative integer and ζ is a root of unity. These eigenvalues are explicitely determined in [28, With this notation, the set {χ j | j = 0, . . ., h 0 −1} corresponds to the set of unipotent characters in the principal ℓ-block. Note that it is important to keep track of the root of unity ζ j ∈ K occurring in the eigenvalue λ j . It gives indeed the Harish-Chandra series in which the corresponding eigenspace Y j falls:
Theorem 2.10 (Lusztig). The simple KG-modules Y i and Y j lie in the same Harish-Chandra series if and only if
In other words, the set {Y j | ζ j = ζ} represents the (possibly emply) intersection of the principal ℓ-block with an Harish-Chandra series. The last result of this section tells us how these modules are precisely arranged in the cohomology of the Deligne-Lusztig variety X(c): 
is a cuspidal KG-module if and only if j
More generally, the number M ζ j − m ζ j measures the depth of Y j as defined in [28] , that is the obstruction of Y j from being cuspidal.
Brauer tree of the principal block
The irreducible characters in the principal ℓ-block split into two distinct families: This graph Γ is actually a tree, which we refer as the Brauer tree of the block. The edges of the tree can be labeled either by the indecomposable projective ΛG-modules in the block or by the simple kG-modules in the block (for the indecomposable projective modules are exactly the projective covers of the simple modules). Rickard [34] , [35] and Linckelmann [26] have shown that one can "unfold" the Brauer tree of the principal ℓ-block of G in order to obtain this star, and that (ii) The connected component corresponding to a root ζ is:
The vertices labeled by χ m ζ are the only nodes connected to the exceptional node.
The validity of this conjecture has been checked in all cases where the Brauer tree was known, that is for all quasi-simple groups except the groups of type E 7 and E 8 . A general proof will be exposed in the next section, but under a precise assumption on the torsion in the cohomology of X(c) (see the introduction or section 3.2 for more details).
As defined above, the Brauer tree of a block encodes only its decomposition matrix. However, as one can notice in the previous example, once the nodes have been labeled, there are different ways to draw the star. The planar embedding of the Brauer tree is actually a fundamental datum of the block: consider a vertex in the tree, together with all the edges incident to it, labeled by the simple kG-modules S 1 , . . ., S m . Then from the general theory there exist uniserial modules which have exactly the S i 's as composition factors. The unique composition series of any of these determines an ordering of S 1 , . . ., S m which, up to cyclic permutation, does not depend on the module [21] . In the planar embedded Brauer tree, the edges incident to that vertex are labeled anti-clockwise according to this ordering. For a description of this ordering in terms of extentions, one can readily check that two edges labeled by the simple modules S and S The Brauer tree, together with its planar embedding, fully encodes the representation theory of the block since it determines the block algebra up to Morita equivalence. Example 2.13. We return to the previous example in the special case where E is a cyclic group, generated by an element x ∈ Aut(D) of order m prime to ℓ. Recall that D is also assumed to be cyclic; consequently, there exists an integer n prime to |D| We will give in the last section a proof of this conjecture under the assumption (S) (see the introduction).
On the Hiss-Lübeck-Malle conjecture
The aim of this section is to present a general proof of Conjecture (HLM) under a precise assumption on the torsion in the cohomology. We follow here the geometric approach suggested in [25] . The geometry of the Deligne-Lusztig varieties X(c) and Y(ċ), and especially their cohomology with coefficients in Λ, should contain the information needed to understand the structure of the principal ℓ-block of G. The fundamental work of Lusztig on these varieties [28] will be the starting point for our proof.
The first part of the proof deals with the non-cuspidal kG-modules and their projective cover. We show that the contribution of these modules to the Brauer tree of the principal ℓ-block consists of the lines represented in the second assertion of the conjecture. The final part of the proof is obtained by showing that the edges labeled by the cuspidal modules are exactly the edges incident to the exceptional node. This is where the assumption (W) comes in, since it allows us, with the help of the tools introduced in Section 1.2, to single out projective modules with character χ exc + χ m ζ in the cohomology of Y(ċ), thus giving the missing edges.
Non-cuspidal kG-modules
Let I ⊂ ∆ be a φ-stable subset of simple roots. The corresponding standard parabolic subgroup P I and Levi complement L I are both F-stable. Recall that the Harish-Chandra induction and restriction functors are defined over any co-
We give the basic properties of these functors that we shall use in this section (see for example [19, Section 3 .A]):
• R
are exact functors. They stabilize the categories of finitely generated projective modules and finitely generated O-free modules.
are compatible with scalar extension −⊗ Λ K and ℓ-reduction − ⊗ Λ k. In particular, the induced morphisms between the Grothendieck groups are compatible with the decomposition maps. More precisely, if we denote by dec G (resp. dec L I ) the decomposition map between K 0 (KG-mod) and K 0 (kG-mod) (resp. be-
We shall first study the projective covers of the non-cuspidal simple kGmodules using their Harish-Chandra restriction. This method relies on the fact that the restriction of the cohomology of X(c) can be expressed in terms of Coxeter varieties associated to "smaller" groups, for which the module categories over k are semi-simple. 
where the symbol (−1) indicates a Tate twist.
By successive applications of this proposition, one can extend the previous isomorphism to the case where I is not assumed to be maximal:
with r I = |I/φ| the number of φ-orbits in I. In particular, any eigenvalue of F δ on the cohomology of X I is also an eigenvalue of F δ as an endomorphism of the cohomology of X. In order to rewrite the previous proposition in terms of eigenspaces, we introduce the following notation, valid for any φ-stable subset I of ∆: Using this notation, the previous proposition can be rephrased in terms of restriction of simple modules. Indeed, when I is assumed to be maximal, the restriction of a simple unipotent KG-module of the principal ℓ-block is given by *
(3.4)
Finding the non-cuspidal simple kG-modules. Every simple kG-
module M has a projective cover, which lifts uniquely (up to isomorphism) to an indecomposable projective ΛG-module that we will denote by P M . The following lemma gives the character of this module in the case where M is non-cuspidal: is compatible with ℓ-reduction, so that the composition factors of any ℓ-reduction of a cuspidal KG-module are cuspidal. By Proposition 2.6, χ exc is a cuspidal character and as such cannot be a component of the character of P M . From the general theory of blocks with cyclic defect groups (see 
Lemma 3.5. Let M be a simple kG-module in the principal ℓ-block. Assume that M is non-cuspidal. Then there exists a unique integer j
∈ [[ 0 ; h 0 −1 ]] with j > m ζ j such that [P M ] = [Y j ] + [Y j−1 ] = χ j + χ j−1 .
Moreover, if I is any maximal proper
Since L I is a proper Levi subgroup of G, the associated finite group has order prime to ℓ (otherwise L I would contain a Coxeter torus, which is impossible by the results in Section 2.1). Therefore, the K L I -modules remain simple after ℓ-reduction so that the modules * . Notation 3.6. Up to isomorphism, for any j there exists at most one module M satisfying the properties of the previous lemma. Such a module will be denoted by S j . If it does not exist or if it is cuspidal, we will set S j = {0} by convention.
With this notation, Lemma 3.5 asserts that the non-cuspidal composition factors of any ℓ-reduction of Y j are isomorphic to S j or S j+1 . This gives the noncuspidal part of the Brauer tree. It remains to determine whether S j is always non-zero: Denote by a (resp. b) the multiplicity of S j (resp. S j+1 ) in the composition series of the ℓ-reductions of Y j (by convention, the multiplicity is set to zero if the module S m is zero). By the previous lemma, these modules are the only possible non-cuspidal composition factors. Since the restriction functor is compatible with the decomposition maps, we can write
But by Lemma 3.5, we know that the character of the restriction of S m is either zero or equal to dec L I Y I m−1 . Since the latter is non-zero for m = j, the previous equality forces * R G L I (S j ) = {0} and a = 1. In particular, S j is a simple kG-module which occurs with multiplicity one in any ℓ-reduction of Y j . The same argument applies to the equation
It shows that S j occurs also as a composition factor with multiplicity b ′ = 1 in any ℓ-reduction of Y j−1 .
In particular, when j is not equal to m ζ j , the sum χ j +χ j−1 is always the character of an indecomposable projective ΛG-module. We will denote this module by P j .
Consequences 3.8. From the two previous lemmas we deduce that the lines
are subtrees of the Brauer tree Γ of the principal ℓ-block of G. Moreover, the missing edges are labeled by the simple cuspidal kG-modules.
Cuspidal kG-modules
The most delicate step in the proof of the conjecture of Hiss-Lübeck-Malle consists in gluing the non-cuspidal branches to the exceptional node. If the conjecture holds, then by the previous work the missing edges are labeled by the simple cuspidal kG-modules, or equivalently by their projective cover. The character of the latter should therefore be given by χ exc + χ ζ m . We present here an explicit construction of these projective modules using the complex RΓ c (Y(ċ), Λ) representing the cohomology of Y(ċ). By the results in Section 1.2 we know that this complex is perfect and thus provides a bunch of projective modules. Unfortunately, these are in general too big to be computed explicitly, and we need to factor them out according to the action of F δ . This can be achieved with the help of the tools introduced at the end of Section 1.2. However, to make this operation work perfectly, we will make the following assumption: 
is homotopy equivalent to an indecomposable projective module P concentrated in degree r, and its character is given by
Proof. For the sake of simplicity we will write λ = λ j and ζ = ζ j . From Proposition 1.9 we deduce that the complex C (λ) has the following properties:
• C (λ) is a bounded complex of finitely generated projective ΛG-modules;
• the cohomology of the complex C (λ) ⊗ Λ k is concentrated in degrees r, . . ., 2r
(it is already the case for C ⊗ Λ k since Y(ċ) is an irreducible affine variety);
• the cohomology groups of the complex C (λ) ⊗ λ K vanish outside the degree r. This follows indeed from [15, Corollary 9.9], Theorem 2.11 and Fact 2.8:
Since the assumption (W) ensures that the groups H i c (C (λ) ) are torsion-free, they are in fact zero for i = r. Therefore, by Lemma 1.2, the complex C (λ) can be represented up to homotopy by a projective module P = H r (C (λ) ) concentrated in degree r. The character of this module corresponds (up to a sign) to the total character of the complex and is given by
Moreover, by Theorem 2.11, this character has only one non-exceptional (i.e. unipotent) irreducible component, namely χ m ζ . Consequently, the only possible choice for the character of P is χ exc + χ m ζ .
In view of the results in the previous section, we have constructed the projective covers of the simple cuspidal kG-modules in the block. Following the previous notation, these simple modules will be denoted by S m ζ and their cover by P m ζ . They label the edges of the Brauer tree connecting the non-cuspidal branches (or equivalently, the connected components of Γ 
Some numerical applications
We conclude this section by recording two direct consequences of the previous study, always under the assumption that (W) holds. In Lusztig's classification, the irreducible unipotent characters fall into families [30] . By a case-by-case analysis, it has been checked that Lusztig's afunction (defined as the valuation of the degree of the unipotent character as a polynomial in the variable q) is constant on each family F . This value will be denoted by a(F ). Similarly, the degree A χ of the polynomial degree of any unipotent character χ depends only on the family. 
Since these integers are constant on each family, we deduce from the shape of the tree that two distinct characters χ and η lying the same family belong to distinct branches. In particular, dec kG (χ) and dec kG (η) have no common irreducible component, which explains the identity matrices in the diagonal of D.
On the other side, one can check by a case-by-case analysis that in the principal ℓ-block, a χ ≤ a η if and only if n η ≥ n χ . Since n χ increases along each branch of the tree (see assertion (ii) in Conjecture (HLM)), we deduce that the decomposition matrix has a lower triangular shape.
It is conjectured that these results (excluding the supercuspidality property) hold in general for any good prime number ℓ (see [20, Conjecture 3.4] ). We will give in Section 4.4 a more conceptual explanation of the previous proposition.
Towards Broué's conjecture
This last section aims at finalizing the study of the principal ℓ-block of G. In all the results stated here, we assume that the following holds:
Such an assumption is known to be valid for groups with F q -rank 1 (since the corresponding Deligne-Lusztig variety is a irreducible affine curve) and for groups of type A n [3] . Many other cases will be settled in a subsequent paper [17] (see also [18] for groups of type B n , C n and We start by giving an explicit representative of the complex bRΓ c (Y(ċ), Λ) in terms of the projective modules P j defined in the previous section. More precisely, we give, for all eigenvalue λ of F δ , a bounded complex of finitely generated projective ΛG-modules homotopy equivalent to the generalized (λ)-eigenspace of F δ . Under the assumption (S), we know explicitly the shape of the Brauer tree of the principal ℓ-block. Surprisingly, this complex turns out to be exactly the Rickard complex associated to the node labeled by λ [34, Section 4] . From that observation we deduce that bRΓ c (Y(ċ), Λ) induces a splendid equivalence between the principal ℓ-blocks of G and T cF ⋊ C W (cσ), as predicted in the geometric version of Broué's conjecture [7] . We will conclude by giving two main consequences of this equivalence, namely the planar embedding of the Brauer tree and the unitriangularity shape of the decomposition matrix. As we have shown in section 3.3, the latter property is already a consequence of Conjecture (HLM). Nevertheless, we shall give here a conceptual approach to this result using the recent work of Chuang and Rouquier on perverse equivalences [12] .
Retrieving the complex
For the sake of notation, we shall simply denote by Y the Deligne-Lusztig variety associated toċ. We want to determine explicitly the contribution of each eigenspace of F δ on the cohomology of Y. This is in some sense a generalization of Proposition 3.9 which refers only to the "minimal" eigenvalues. We shall keep the same approach: using the torsion-free assumption one can find a small representative of the complex, in which only specific projective modules can show up. The determination of these modules is then achieved using the total character of the complex that we deduce from Lusztig's work.
As in Section 3.2, we shall work with a specific representative of the cohomology complex C = bRΓ c (Y, Λ) with good finiteness properties: by Corollary 1.5, there exists a bounded complex C of finitely generated (ΛG, ΛT cF )-modules, whose terms are projective as both ΛG and ΛT cF -modules such that C is homotopy equivalent to C . By transfer, the Frobenius F δ induces an endomorphism F of C such that the images of F δ and F coincide under the isomorphism
Drawing inspiration from the case of SL 2 (F q ) detailled in [1] , we express each relevant eigenspace of F on C in terms of the indecomposable projective ΛG-modules P j :
is homotopy equivalent to the following complex, with non-zero terms in degrees r, . . ., r + j − m ζ j only:
Moreover, the boundary maps d i : P i −→ P i+1 remain non-zero after ℓ-reduction.
Note that this complex is exactly the Rickard complex attached to the node labelled by χ j in the Brauer tree [34] . This observation will be fundamental in the next sections.
Before going into the details of the proof, let us recall some notation and basic properties of the Brauer tree Γ of the principal ℓ-block of ΛG. The nonexceptional nodes are labelled by the unipotent characters χ j lying in the block. There are as many simple kG-modules as unipotent characters, but we can distinguish
• the non-cuspidal modules S j with j > m ζ j . Their projective cover P j has character χ j + χ j−1 , and hence labels the edge connecting the nodes associated to χ j and χ j−1 ;
• the cuspidal modules S m ζ . The character of the corresponding projective cover is given by [P m ζ ] = χ m ζ + χ exc . Moreover, from the particular shape of the tree (given by the conjecture of HissLübeck-Malle) one can deduce that for j > m ζ j , the ℓ-reduction of the projective module P j is given by
that is in the case where the node labelled by χ j is not at an extremity of the tree. Otherwise it is given by
On the other hand, if the planar embedding of Γ is not specified, one cannot know precisely what the modules P m ζ will look like. We know, however, that they have simple head and simple socle, both isomorphic to S m ζ , and that their class in the Grothendieck group K 0 (kG-mod) is given by
The number (|T cF | ℓ − 1)/h 0 corresponds actually to the multiplicity of the exceptional node, that is the number of irreducible components of χ exc .
Definition 4.2.
We define the height in the tree Γ of an indecomposable projective ΛG-module P lying in the principal block to be the minimal length of a path from the exceptional node to the edge labelled by P. It will be denoted by h Γ (P).
We shall adopt the convention h Γ (P m ζ ) = 0. By extension, the height of any finitely generated projective module lying in the block will be the maximal height of its indecomposable factors. Also, the height of a simple kG-module in the block will be naturally defined as the height of its projective cover, so that h
Remark 4.3.
If P is a projective module of height n, then the height of any of its composition factors is at most n + 1.
In order to prove Theorem 4.1, we start by scanning the complex from the left to the right by removing the highest indecomposable factors. We shall assume that j is different from m ζ j since this case has been treated in Proposition 3.9. We first obtain the following representative:
is homotopy equivalent to a bounded complex of finitely generated projective ΛG-modules
Proof. The assumption (S) together with the results [15, Corollary 9.9] and 2.11 ensure that the cohomology of the complex C (λ j ) vanishes outside the degrees r and r + j − m ζ . By Lemma 1.2 we deduce that the latter can be represented by a bounded complex of finitely generated ΛG-modules
satisfying the following properties:
is a ΛG-lattice with character n j χ exc for some nonnegative integer n j ;
The integer n j is actually non-zero otherwise χ j would be a a linear combination of projective characters. Moreover, we know from Section 2.2 that the multiplicity of χ exc in the cohomology of Y is i n i = |C W (cσ)| = h 0 , which forces each integer n i to be equal to 1. Let us prove by induction on n that C (λ j ) is homotopy equivalent to a complex of the following form
The case n = m ζ is obtained from the previous analysis.
Assume then that C (λ j ) is homotopy equivalent to the previous complex for some integer n ≥ m ζ and let us try to symplify Q ′ n . For the sake of notation, we shall write
. Let P m be any indecomposable direct summand of A that is assumed to be strictly higher than P n (and hence of non-zero height). If we decompose A into A = P m ⊕ A ′ then one can check that the following properties hold:
• d restricts to an injective map from P m to B: by construction the character of P m is χ m + χ m−1 whereas the character of Ker d equals
Now, by assumption, neither χ m nor χ m−1 can occur in this expression. Therefore, the module P m ∩ Ker d has zero character; since it is torsionfree, it must be the zero module.
• the quotient module B/d(P m ) is torsion-free: we can use the following exact sequence of kG-modules:
Consequently, it is sufficient to show that Ker d ∩ P m is zero. Let us consider the class of Ker d in K 0 (kG-mod), which is given by
Using the assumption (S) and the universal coefficient formula, we can identify the kG-module H r (C (λ j ) ⊗ Λ k) = Ker δ m ζ with the ℓ-reduction of H r (C (λ j ) ) and can thus write
Since H r (C (λ j ) ) is cuspidal (it is torsion-free and its character is χ exc ), the module Ker δ m ζ has only cuspidal composition factors. Therefore, the simple module S m , which by definition has the same height as P m , can occur as a composition factor -neither in R i for i < n, for the height of any of its irreducible components is at most h Γ (P n ) by assumption (see 
which is clearly homotopy equivalent to C (λ j ) . By removing repeatedly all the indecomposable direct summands of A that are higher to P n we obtain the projective module R n .
In the previous lemma, we have modified the complex from the left to the right by removing the superfluous projective modules. We now use the same method in the other direction to finish the proof of Theorem 4.1.
Proof of the theorem. We argue once again by induction: we show that up to homotopy C (λ j ) can be written as
where the modules R i 's satisfy the condition h Γ (R i ) ≤ h Γ (P i ). Note that the case n = j has been treated in the previous lemma.
Assume that we are working with the previous complex for some integer n ≤ j. In that case, the character of the ΛG-module
In addition, it is torsion-free: it is indeed isomorphic either to Imδ when n < j or to H r+ j−m ζ (C (λ j ) ) when n = j. Therefore, the head of the ΛG-module Coker δ n−1 consists of at most two simple modules, namely S n and S n+1 . Let P be a projective cover of Coker δ n−1 . The canonical projection R n ։ Coker δ n−1 factors
Consequently, S n+1 cannot be in the head of P which forces P to be exactly P n . This allows us to decompose the module R n into R n = P n ⊕ R ′ with R ′ ⊂ Imδ n−1 .
For the sake of notation we shall now write ∂ : A −→ B instead of δ n−1 : R n−1 −→ R n . We can argue as in [1] : since R ′ is a projective module, the map 
Finally, the character of R (and therefore R itself) can be deduced from the total character of the complex, which is here equal to χ exc + (−1) j−m ζ χ j . 
and the complex C = bRΓ c (Y, k) is, as expected, homotopy equivalent to the Rickard complex associated to the Brauer tree Γ [34] .
As a byproduct, we obtain many properties of the cohomology of the DeligneLusztig variety Y. We shall use the followings: Proof. C is homotopy equivalent to a Rickard complex and, as such, it is a tilting complex [34, Theorem 4.2] . The same holds for C since it is the unique tilting complex lifting C (see [35, Proposition 3.1 and Theorem 3.3] ). Consequently, the cohomology of both E = Hom
• ΛG (C, C) and E = E ⊗ Λ k is zero outside the degree 0. Now C is a perfect complex, and therefore Hom In particular, the latter module is free over Λ.
Corollary 4.8. The natural homomorphism of Λ-algebra
Proof. Since the category KG-mod is semi-simple, we have the following commutative diagram, with C = bRΓ c (Y, Λ) 
Broué's conjecture
The original version of Broué's abelian defect group conjecture [4] predicts that the module categories of a block and its Brauer correspondent are derived equivalent, provided that the defect of the block is an abelian group. More precisely, given a block with abelian defect group H, represented by an idempotent b, and c = Br(b) the corresponding block of N G (H), there exists an equivalence
Such an equivalence induces a perfect isometry between the Grothendieck groups carrying numerous arithmetical information. There are indeed many numerical consequences we can deduce from it, e.g. it preserves the number of irreducible characters (ordinary and modular) as well as the similarity invariants of the Cartan matrix [5] . Up to now, the version of this conjecture is known to hold in the following cases:
• with restrictions on the defect group: if H is a cyclic group [34] , [26] and [37] or isomorphic to the Klein group Z/2Z × Z/2Z [36] and [27] ;
• with restrictions on G: for ℓ-solvable groups [14] , [32] and [22] , symmetric groups and general linear groups [11] or for finite reductive groups when
Many other particular cases have been handled, and a lot of evidences for this conjecture to hold have been collected.
It is unclear whether there should exist a canonical way to construct this equivalence. However, when G is a finite reductive group, it is expected to be induced by the cohomology of certain Deligne-Lusztig varieties. This is known as the geometric version of Broué's conjecture, as stated in [7] and [9] . Note that varieties associated to Levi subgroups − and not only tori − can be involved in this description. However, if the order of q modulo ℓ is assumed to be a regular number d, then it is sufficient to consider Deligne-Lusztig varieties Y(ẇ) associated to elements that satisfy the following properties:
(B1) wσ is a good d-regular element [9] .
We will also assume that the prime number ℓ is large:
In this geometric framework, the defect group H of the principal block (which is an Sylow ℓ-subgroup of G) can be chosen to be a subgroup of T w , and the property of wσ to be regular forces C G (H) to be the exactly the torus T w , leading to N G (T w ) = N G (H). Then the geometric version of Broué's conjecture predicts that the perfect complex bRΓ c (Y(ẇ), Λ) induces a splendid Rickard equivalence (and in particular a derived equivalence) between the principal ℓ-blocks of G and N G (T w ). More precisely, . Moreover, it is free over Λ and thus satisfies
Since the action of F δ on C commutes with the action of G, we get a canonical morphism φ : ΛT cF ⋊ 〈F δ 〉 mon −→ A which turns out to be surjective (for more details see the proof of [38, Theorem 4.5] ). We will denote by τ the image of F h and by 〈τ〉 the subalgebra of A that it generates. By Corollary 4.9, τ − 1 is a nilpotent element of A. Therefore, we can apply Hensel's lemma to the ideal m = Nil〈τ〉 + ℓ〈τ〉 in order to obtain a element α ∈ 〈τ〉 such that α h 0 = τ and α − 1 is nilpotent (recall that h is prime to ℓ). Then we can deform φ into a homomorphism of algebras 
We deduce that the functor D ∨ ⊗ ΛG − induces the expected splendid Rickard equivalence between the principal ℓ-blocks of G and T cF ⋊ C W (cσ). However, it is proven in [38] that the algebras ΛN G (T c ) and
become isomorphic as soon as ℓ satisfies the assumptions given at the beginning of Section 2.2.
In the remaining sections, we shall investigate further properties of the functor D ∨ ⊗ ΛG − using explicit representatives coming from Section 4.1.
Planar embedding of the Brauer tree
We 
where ζ stands for ζ j . Using this particular representative, we can now determine the planar embedding of the Brauer tree: 
where k j is the one-dimentional simple kC W (cσ) module on which v acts by multiplication by q Moreover, since its composition factors are k m ζ , . . ., k M ζ , it is necessarily uniserial and of the following shape:
. . .
Note however that there is still an ambiguity for groups of type A 1 .
Remark 4.17. For groups of F q -rank 1 such as the Ree group of type 2 G 2 , the assumption (S) is automatically satisfied (the corresponding Deligne-Lusztig variety is an irreducible affine curve). As a consequence, the planar embedded Brauer tree of the principal ℓ-block when q has ordre 12 modulo ℓ is exactly the one given in Figure 3 . This completes [23, Theorem 4.4] .
Furthermore, we shall prove in a subsequent paper that the assumption (S) holds whenever conjecture (HLM) holds and p is assumed to be a good prime number [17] . In particular, from the knowledge of the shape of the Brauer tree we can deduce the planar embedding. We obtain therefore the planar embedding for groups of type F 4 when p = 2, 3, which completes [24, Theorem 2.1]. This would also apply to groups of type E 7 and E 8 if the shapes of the trees were known.
Perverse equivalence and decomposition matrix
To finish off with the principal ℓ-block, we observe that the equivalence induced by the cohomology of Y is perverse in the sense of [12] . This leads to a conceptual proof of the unitriangularity shape of the decomposition matrix of the block. .
From now on, we will assume that the all the objects of the categories involved have finite composition series. This allows us to reformulate the assertions (i) and (ii) into less abstract terms:
• for any simple object L in S i , the composition factors of H 
In particular, the composition factors of N j are exactly the (inflation of) the simple modules k j , . . ., k M ζ j .
From that observation we shall deduce that the functor Θ : D ⊗ kG − induces a perverse equivalence. We use the height function associated to the Brauer tree to define the filtrations Proof. We claim that any ordering compatible with the perversity (here, the height in the tree) will be acceptable. Let Θ = D ⊗ ΛG −. The functor
induces a bijection on the simples lying in the principal blocks. It is clear that this bijection maps χ j to η j (see Notation 2.9 and Example 2.13).
Let Θ * be an inverse functor of Θ. It induces again a perverse equivalence Θ * = k Θ * with respect to the same filtrations but for an opposite perversity function. Since the filtration is given by the height in the tree, we obtain
for some integers a i, j , which proves that the decomposition matrix of ΛGb has a unitriangular shape.
